
CalCc CONCEPT ApPLIED TO COMPRESSION OF PEAT3 

Discussion by G. Mesri,4 Member, ASCE, T. D. Stark,' Associate Member, ASCE, 
and C. S. Cben" 

The statement in Mesri and Castro (1987) reads: "For a variety of natural 
materials, including peats. organic silts, highly sensitive clays, shales, as well 
as granular materials, the values of C"ICe are in the remarkably narrow 
range of 0.02-0.10. The authors misinterpret this statement and credit Mesri 
and Castro (1987) for reporting a C)Cc range of 0.02-0.10 for peats. Ac
tually, Mesri and Castro (1987) further suggested C)C values of 0.04 ± 
0.01 for soft clays and 0.05 +: (J.DI for highly organic plastic clays. Values 
of C"ICe in the range of 0.015-0.03 pertain to granular soils (Mesri et al. 
1990), and existing reliable data for peats indicate CjC" values commonly 
in the range of 0.06-0.07 [e.g., Mesri (1986)]. Therefore, the range of values 
of C)Cc for peat from authors' tests and interpretation is quite unreasonable. 

The authors incorrectly paired c" data in recompression with C data 
from the compression range. The C, values of 5-9 1/2 in compression in 
Fig. 5 substantially overestimate the Ce in recompression that controlled 
the initial part of the secondary compression curve and thus C". Note that 
in the C"IC, concept, C is used to denote slopes of I' - log a:, in re
compression as well as in compression. When only a single test is used to 
define C"Ie, for a soil, it is prudent to make secondary compression ob
servations only at a few pressure increments, separated from each other by 
increments that are maintained up to the end of primary consolidation, so 
that the C and C pair are readily defined. 

It is quite unfortunate that the authors see a need tel complicate secondary 
compression behavior of peat by introducing concepts such as "tertiary 
creep." A secondary compression curve on which C"itrongly increases with 
time, has been repeatedly observed for soft clays [e.g., Fig. 3 of Mesri and 
Castro (1987) or Figs. 4(c) and 7(d) of Mesri (1987)]. The authors have 
taken continuous secondary compression curves such as those in Figs. I and 
7, and arbitrarily divided them into two parts. Secolldary compression be
havior such as those in Figs. 1 and 7 is expected and has been repeatedly 
observed whenever a pressure increment ends ncar the in situ preconsoli
dation pressure, or near a critical pressure developeci in laboratory by such 
mechanisms as secondary compression. A considerable increase in C.. from 
recompression to the compression range results in the significant increase 
in C" with time. This is predicted by the C"/C law of compressibility (Mesri 
1987). 

The authors have provided the writers with tabulations of compression 
with time for the pressure increments of oedometer tests 5 and 7. For all 
pressure increments of both tests, a plot of compression against log time 
indicates a significant increase in secondary compre~sion index C~ - 1:!.c16 
log I with time. An example is shown in Fig. 8 in which data on C" are 
ohtained by approximating the continuous secondary compression curve by 
three linear segments. In order to explain the behavior of e" with time and 
to obtain data on the corresponding values of Ce , axial strains at the end 
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FIG. 9. Primary and Secondary Compression for Each Pressure Increment of 
Test 7 

of primary consolidation and end of pressure increment duration were plot
ted against log effective vertical stress. Fig. 9 shows the resulting relationship 
for test 7, and provides an explanation for the observed increase in C" with 
time. In both tests 5 and 7, since significant secondary compression was 
allowed under all pressure increments, every pressure increment started on 
a recompression curve and barely reached the end-of-primary (FOP) 
compression curve. For example, the pressure increment from 25 to 50 kPa 
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started at point a, primary compression took place Oil the recompression 
curve a to b, and sceondary compression followed from h to c. 

Thc values of C, corresponcling to the e" along h-c em be estimated from 
the shape of the dashed recompression to compressi')!l curve a-iJ-d, This 
procedure has been previously explained in Fig, 4 of Mesri and Godlewski 
(1977) and in Fig. 6 of Mcsrj (19t\6), In the present case, the exact shapes 
of curve; such as a-h---d were not measurcd: however, they can be estimated 
with the aid of EOr c---Iog (r.' curve. In fact, for prcssure increments at values 
of a;, than about l50 kl'a, the compression part 01 the e-log a;, curvcs such 
as a-b-d merge with the EOP I'-log (,;, defined by all pressure increments, 
Thcrdore, for these pressure increments, secondary compression index from 
the las! segment of c-lng t, i.e" e"" was paired with Cd' which was deter--
mined at the same axial :;lrain from the EOP ('-log cc;. curve, These data 
points that arc plotted as the solid circles in Fig. 10, \e~'d to a C"Ie, - 0.05, 
For the rcst of the pressure increments and at all tinle-; during secondary 
compression, the values of C, werc computed from C, = C.,/O,05, Thcse 
values of Cn which are shown in Fig. 9, were used as 1 guide for sketching 
the dashed c-Iog u:, Cllrves, such as a-b-d, for each pre:;sure illLTCmenL The 
value:; of c", together with C, at the same axial strlin from the dashed 
('-log 0',' curve of each pres:;I.!re incremcnt, are plottcd for both lcsts 5 and 
7 in Fig, Hl As an ex<imple, note the three pairs of values of (C", C,') in 
Fig. 10, during secondary compression from h to c at 0:, = 50 kPa in Fig. 
9, In summary, the dashed c---Iog a:. curves in Fig, 9, which arc quite rea--
sonable, correspond to a single value of e"IC,. 

The only unusual result of tests 5 and 7 is the relatively small valuc of 
C,.IC, = OJ)5 for this particular peat as comp;'red to a typical value of near 
0.06 for other peats. In conclusion, a proper interprcLltiol1 of authors' test 
results supports the C,JC, concept, and indicates th~lt fhe value of C"Ie, for 
some peats may be as low as 0,05. These, together \\ith previolls reliable 
data, suggest C)C v;,l11e<: of ()J)() ± O.n! for peats, 
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The writers thank Mesri, Stark, ,11ll! Chen for their comments and wel--
come an open dialogue 011 the applicabilitv of the C"Ie, concept to unusual 
~oils such as peat. 

Thc discusscrs take issue with the term "tertiary compression" as Llsed 
by thc writers to dcsignatc the increase of C" with timc on an ('-log f plot. 
In principle, "tertiary comprcssion" was first rccognized as a "typc JII" 
sccondary compression curve by Marsal e( aL (1950), Leonard, and Girault 
(1961) and Lo (1961) also discuss this shape and notc that it occurs for all 
soils under a small loacJ-illcrcment---ratio (UR), For Middleton PC;!t, C" 
increases with time lor all load increments, not only those for sm;dl I.IH,. 
Thus, the term "tertiary compression" was w,,:d as ;1 convenient means to 
distinguish between small C" values that occur immediately after primary 
consolidation and the larger C" values that invariably occur L,ter in time. 
In Figs. 3,4, Ci, and 6, the term is used to demonstratc that the persistcnt 
tertiary compression for Middleton peat tends to worsen correlations be
tween C" and c" The writLTs do recognize that "terti;ll'y compression" may 
be confuscd with the tcrm "tertiary creep" used to designate a true increase 
in strain rate with time that ultimately leads to creep failure (Finnic and 
Heller 1(59). No such incre;I'ie in strain rate occurs during comprcssion and 
the concave-down shape of the time-settlement curve results from thc log
arithmic time scale, 

The discussers raise questions concerning the writers' interpretation of 
the e"Ic,. concept. The procedurc used by thc writers to compuk C)C, 
values is given in Fig. I of Mesri and Castro (19k7), In particular, the 
discussers make the central assertion that, in both tests 5 and 7, "everv 
pressure increment started on a recompression curve and barely reachccl 
the Llld-nf-primary (EOP) compression curve," As it result, C, values used 
hy the writers (the solid curve in Fig. 9) are deemed unaceeptahle and the 
discussers state that the correct C,. values arc given by the dashed "re
compression" curves (a/Jdl in Fig. 9, It is the writers' understanding: that 
these dashed curves were prepared in the following manner: 

1. Each dashed rccompression curve was assumed to Illerge with the solid 
EOP curvc at point d, especially for effective stress levels abovc 150 kPa. 

2. For stress levels above 15() kPa, c" from the last segment of each 
e-Ing I curve was paired with C, given by the solid EOP curve at the same 
axial strain. These pairs are plotted as solid circles in Fig, 10, A line drawn 
through the solid circles and the origin gave c,,!C, = O.()5, 

3. Using C"IC, = 0,05 and known c" values during creep, C, values 
were c;liculated and Llsed to draw the dashed recompression curves. 
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Once the dashed curves were drawn in Fig. 9. they were used to back
caieulate Cc values for corresponding c" values at any given strain. The 
remainder of points plotted in Fig. I 0 (i.e., those other than the solid circles) 
were computed in this fashion. 

The solid circles in Fig. 	 [() give a range of Cje values from 0.034 to 
0.062. Returning to the original data for test 7. the writers followed the 
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same procedure as just outlined and obtaincd C"IC, valucs ranging from 
0.025 to 0.090. These two data sets are compared in Fig. II. The solid circles 
of Fig. 11 are the same as those in Fig. 10 and the open circles were calculated 
by the writers. Considering this figure. it is difficult to accept the postulate 
that CJCc is a constant for Middleton peat. As a result. there seems little 
basis for using C"IC, ~ (J.OS to compute the remainder of data points in 
Fig. to. 

The writers can provide additional evidcnce th'lt. for Middleton peat. the 
C"/C ratio may not be a unique value. hg. 12 shows the EOP compress~ 
ibility curve for tcst () in which the vertical stress was doubled every five 
days. The last load. 4()0 kPa, remained on the specimen for 10 weeks. For 
tests on Middleton peat having Ll R = 1. Edil et al. (1992) found no sig
nificant difference among EOP void ratios for load increment durations of 
EOP. two days. two weeks and 10 weeks. Therefore. Fig. 12 can be con
sidered to be an appropriate EOP curve to calculate C values for analysis. 

Fig. 13 shows the time-settlement curve for the 4()-kPa increment of test 
6. C, increases during creer compression from 0.336 to 0.4R4. From Fig. 
12. C, would clearly be expected to decrease for the same load increment. 
If. however. C, is approximated by a constant value of 3.R5. C)C ranges 
from 0.087 to 0.126. 

Middleton peat is a fibrous material with all organic content in excess of 
90%. It has high permcahility, high compressibility. and displays exagger
ated creep effects compared to common inorganic soils. The writers rec
ommend caution if the C,)Cc cOllcept is used for such materials. 
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GENERALIZED CREEP AND STRESS RELAXATION 

MODEL FOI{ eLAYSa ' 

Discussion by Victor N. Kaliakin,' Memher, ASCE 

The paper's major premise is the requirement of "at least two phellolll
L'nological models," one for creep and anothcr for stress relaxation. Yet 
the author is apparently unaware of. or has ignored the body of work based 
011 the concept of a bounding surface, ;ll1d extcnded to include time-de
pendent behavior via an elastoplastic-viscoplastic formulation (Kaliakin and 
Dafalias 1990a, 1990b). Past results show this formulation capable of ac
curately simulating the time dependent behavior of cohesive soils without 
the need for separate models for creep, stress relaxa'.ion or any other be
havioral aspect. 

The general hounding surface formulation for isotropic soils is cast in the 
space of three invariants (I, J, u) of the effective stres~; tensor (Tij' A section 
of the elliptical bounding surface is shown in Fig. 12. The parameter R (R 
~ 2.0) defincs the size of the surfacc. In the modificd Cam Clay formulation, 
as in thc author's model, R was fixed at Z.O. Past results indicate, howevcr, 
thilt the ability to vary R improves nUlllerieal simulations. 

The prominent feature of the bounding surface concept is the prediction 
of inelastic deformations for stress points (I, J) within or on the surface at 
a pace depending on the proximity of (/. J) (0 unique "image" points 
(1, .1) on thc surface, assigning by the mapping 

1 ~ b( I - C/o) + Cll) (4R) 

with j = bJ and ex = ()c. The variable b is determined in terms of the materi<ll 
state. 10 quantifies the preconsolidation history (in the author's notation, 10 
= 3pJ, and C a model parameter (Fig. 12). Unlike formulations that 
model gradual inelastic deformations using Illultiple 5urfaces (Hsieh et al. 
1990), the present approach is cOllceptually straightfor·,vard and successfully 
predicts response at any overconsolidation ratio. As sLeh, it improves upon 
deficiencies associated with Cam Clav h,lsed formulations. 

The infinitesimal strain rate tensor' is decomposed as 

~~ii t"-:jj -+ f-:;, + i-~~i (4<) 

where the superscripts e, 1'. and p dCllote its elastic viscoplastic and plastic 
components. respectively, and a dot indicates a material time derivative. 

The ratc f;, is a function of the "distance" hetween (1,.1) and the bound
ary of an clastic domain (Pcrzyna 1966). The "normalized overstress" 
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rcpresents this "distance." The elastic domain is represent cd by the "elastic 
nucleus" (Fig. 12), whieh though similar to a yield surface. is not identical 
since (I, J) can smoothly cross its boundary at I) ~ r/s, .. Assuming normality 
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